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Safe composition methods guarantee not to “break” any relevant property of the single systems we compose.
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Composition via gateways (forwarders)
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Barbanera, de’Liguoro, Hennicker

Connecting open systems of communicating finite state machines (JLAMP)

Several communication properties preserved by composition:

- deadlock freedom
- orphan message freedom
- unspecified reception
- progress

Required conditions on interfaces, besides compatibility (essentially bisimulation)

- !(?)-determinism: the message does uniquely determine the receiver(sender)
- no-mixed-state: from each state, either input or output actions, not both.
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\textit{Connecting open systems of communicating finite state machines (JLAMP)}

Several communication properties preserved by composition:
\begin{itemize}
  \item deadlock freedom
  \item orphan message freedom
  \item unspecified reception
  \item progress
\end{itemize}

Required conditions on interfaces, besides \textit{compatibility} (essentially bisimulation)
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{!(?)-determinism}: the message does uniquely determine the receiver(sender)
  \item \textit{no-mixed-state}: from each state, either input or output actions, not both.
\end{itemize}
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What is a synchronous communication (in the CFSM model)?

The **symmetric** approach:

*sender and receiver play the same role in an interaction.*

Any choice is “external” ("agreed upon").

In a sense, in CCS style

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{BC}!m + \text{BC}!n & \quad | \quad \text{BC}?m' + \text{BC}?m + \text{BC}?n \\
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\end{align*}
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\[ gw(H, K) \rightarrow gw(K, H) : m \]
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**Definition**

A CFSM $A$ is

1. is **sequential** if each state has **at most** one outgoing transition.

2. is **!-live** if, for any reachable configuration $s$: any output action $A$ can perform occurs in a continuation of the system. Formally

\[
\text{s}(A) \xrightarrow{\text{A B!m}} \implies s \rightarrow^* s' \xrightarrow{\text{A B!m}} \text{ for some } s'
\]

**Theorem**

Deadlock-freedom preservation by composition when interfaces (and hence gateways) are **also** either sequential or !-live.
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1. is **sequential** if each state has **at most** one outgoing transition.

2. is **!-live** if, for any reachable configuration $s$: any output action $A$ can perform occurs in a continuation of the system. Formally
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Asymmetric synchronous interactions

*Sender and receiver play different roles in choice resolution while still relying on “handshakes”*

**In particular:** Choices of outputs are “internal” (“sender chooses”).

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{In a sense, interpreted as}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{BC!}n &\quad \text{BC.m} &\quad \text{BA.m'} &\quad \text{BC.n'} \\
\oplus\quad &\quad \quad &\quad \quad &\quad \\
\text{BC!}m &\quad \text{BC?}m' &\quad \text{BC?}m &\quad \text{BC?}n \\
\rightarrow\quad &\quad \quad &\quad \quad &\quad 0
\end{align*}
\]
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**Theorem**

For $!?$-deterministic, no mixed states and compatible interfaces, composition preserves

- deadlock-freedom *(in a sense it implies $!$-liveness)*;
- strong lock-freedom;
- lock-freedom *(sequentiality required!)*.

**Proof** Essentially, a deadlock/lock/strong-lock in the composed system “corresponds” to a deadlock/lock/strong-lock in one of the two systems we started with. Unfortunately cannot be shown trivially as it sounds....
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Composability is useful both

- at design phase (modular design);
  Application of PaI for Multi-Party Session Types

- at deployment phase and beyond OUR SETTING
Thank you for your attention.